Vambrace: Keaton Clarkes Tale (Tales of Gentalia Book 1)

A vintage game remastered. A retro boss looming. A cocky player annoyed. Industry Giant
Tornado Tech has finally released a new version of their breakout arcade game hit Vambrace
and Keaton Clarke is primed and ready to play it hard all night long. Every nook must be
delved into as deep as possible and Keaton Clarke is just the gaming master to do it. But not
all games are created equal and Vambrace hides a terrible sensual secret within its coding. The
game pulls off the gauntlet to challenge Keaton, the self described master of all things
Vambrace, directly and he needs to be ready for an entire new kind of challenge, whether he
wants to take it on or not. As the digital labyrinth falls into pixelated panic an important
question remains unanswered. What kind of retro game experience would secretly plot against
its own players? More importantly to Keaton is his own personal question, “What do you
mean this story isn’t all about me?” Warning: Contains m/m situations and pixelated monster
banging. While part of a series, this novelette can be read as a stand alone story!
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